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Remnants of Ages PastThe Blood isn’t stagnant. It changes with the times, even if the Kindred
that carry it don’t. Every epoch leads to new permutations of the five clans. Some of them die out
when they are no longer useful, but others carry on, even to the modern nights. Some have been
forgotten. Some are ready to reclaim what they have lost. All retain pieces of the cultures and
events that created them.Weapons for the PresentTwenty new bloodlines, based on the
historical flashpoints presented in Ancient Mysteries New Disciplines, Devotions, factions,
antagonists, mysterious places and a variety of other options of Vampire chronicles Two new
forms of blood magic — Haitian Kindred Vodoun and Sumerian Mérges Sorcery



Vampire: The Masquerade



Justin C., “The BEST Mummy book. This book contains rules for creating immortal thousand
year old mummies. yes, that is as friggin awesome as that sounds.This book is ideal for creating
mummy antagonists and NPCs and is waaay better than the "mummy revised" slag they put out.”

Public Name (Required), “Five Stars. One fo the very best Old World of Darkness splats ever
written.”

Winter Hawk, “Gorgeous. This is the book you get for the story, not the numbers.”

L. Dan Dee, “Four Stars. Good purchase”

Sergio, “Four Stars. Much better version of Mummy than the 3rd edition!”

E. Crapo, “Better than its rewrite. This version of the Mummy subset of the original World of
Darkness is a must better rendition of this type of supernatural monster than its revision,
Mummy: The Resurrection. Mummy Second Edition inproved on its precesessors by expading
its scope, and showing how mummies from cultures other than Egypt can be created as
characters. The mummies created using these rules are the mummies of film--the mummies
created through Resurrection are reincarnations, and not as spectacular nor unique (when
compare to other WoD creatures) than the mummies from this book.”

Mr. W. van Rooyen, “Interesting. Have to love the concept. A great alternative for those who
whish to have a break from the regular Werewolf, Vampire and Mage ideas. It even
incoroporates some of Wratih the Oblivion. Not a long term play however and is better suited for
creating background stories or even NPC's. Needs a character sheet though. (Don't know why
they would omit something so vital.)”

Cliff Hensley, “An Exceptional, Unfortunately Under-Rated, Product. I had, like a lot of people,
heard several negative reviews on this White Wolf book, and so I put off taking a look at it for
myself for some time. At last, I picked up this sourcebook and I can honestly say it was one of
the most thoroughly engaging and interesting materials to read through that has yet been
provided in the World of Darkness. It's a sad thing that the book has recieved the responses it
has, because the Mummies are one of the most colorful, interesting, and most rewarding
roleplaying experiences that White Wolf has yet to provide. This is one of my all-time favorite
White Wolf books. A lot of the core rules are omitted, and the entire book concentrates solely
on all the world and background information you need to create vibrant, tragic, and believable
Reborn characters to interact with any working White Wolf game system. I highly recommend
this book. You would be surprised at the doors it will open for your game. And the world info



provided helps to add solidity to some of the most immaterial aspects of the World of
Darkness.Check it out! I promise you won't be disappointed.”

Theocharis Tziokos, “Five Stars. The book is very well preserved considering the time of it's
release.”

The book by Lynn Davis has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 21 people have provided feedback.
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